Math 120 – Introduction to Statistics – Prof. Toner’s Lecture Notes
Chapter 1

Sampling Techniques

Statistics - the branch of mathematics concerned
with the collection, analysis, and interpretation
of data for presentation and decision-making
purposes.

1. (Simple) Random Sampling - each possible
sample of a given size is equally likely to be the
one selected.
advantages

Two types of Statistics:
1. Descriptive Statistics consists of all methods for
organizing, summarizing, and graphically
representing information (data) in a clear and
effective way.
Examples:

2. Inferential Statistics consists of methods of
drawing conclusions about a population based
on information obtained from a sample of the
population.
a) estimation - educated guesses about the
population.
b) hypothesis tests - the testing of a claim
about the population.
POPULATION – All subjects (human or
otherwise) that are being studied.

disadvantages

2. Samples of Convenience - based on the people
available to be studied
advantages

disadvantages

SAMPLE – A group of subjects selected from a
population.
3. Cluster Sampling - randomly selecting groups
of people to study.
example: Break a city into 1000 precincts.
Randomly choose 15 to 25 of them and sample
people within these precincts.
advantages

disadvantages
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4. Stratified Sampling - Break the population into
subcategories, called strata, and then sample
from each strata.
advantages

In multistage sampling, the researcher uses a
combination of sampling methods.
A statistic is a number that describes a sample. A
parameter is a number that represents a population.
→Pay close attention to these words throughout
this course. We will always use statistics to make
predictions about population values.

disadvantages
Types of Surveys
Telephone surveys
5. Systematic Sampling - Select every kth member,
after the first subject is chosen from 1 to k

Internet surveys
Mailed Questionnaire surveys

advantages
Personal Interview surveys

Generating Random Numbers on the TI-84
disadvantages
When first using your graphing calculator, you will
want to “set a seed” so that your calculator doesn’t
produce the same random numbers as those of your
classmates. This is a one-time-only entry.
6. Voluntary Response Sampling – People are
asked or solicited to volunteer their opinions on
a topic.
advantages

disadvantages

On your HOME screen,
type any number as the
seed. Press STO>. Press
MATH, select PRB, then
1: rand, and then press
ENTER.
To generate 4 random
numbers between 1 and
10, press MATH, select
PRB, then 5: randInt(.

The general command is
Other sampling Techniques:
In double sampling, a very large population is
given a questionnaire to determine those who meet
the qualifications for a study. After the
questionnaires are reviewed, a second smaller
population is defined. Then a sample is selected
from this group.
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randInt(lower, upper, n),

where “lower” and
“upper” are the bounds of
the integers you wish to
create and “n” is the
number of numbers you
are generating.
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Section 1.2 Variables and Types of Data
DATA are the values (measurements or
observations) that the variables can assume.
Variables that are determined by chance are called
random variables.
Two Types of Data:
1. Qualitative (also known as categorical data)
- gives non-numerical information such as
gender, eye color, blood type.
2. Quantitative - numerical, measurable.
Two Types of Qualitative Variables:
The Nominal level of measurement classifies data
into non-overlapping, exhausting categories in
which no order or ranking can be imposed on the
data. (small, medium and large, for example)

Note: Observational studies can reveal only
association, whereas designed experiments can
establish causation (cause-and effect.)
Sometimes when random assignment is not
possible, researchers use intact groups. These types
of studies are done quite often in education where
already intact groups are available in the form of
existing classrooms. When these groups are used,
the study is said to be a quasi-experimental study.
An independent variable in an experimental study
is the one that is being manipulated by the
researcher. The independent variable is also called
the explanatory variable. The resultant variable is
called the dependent variable or the outcome
variable.

Vocabulary:
The Ordinal level of measurement classifies data
into categories that can be ranked or have a natural
order; however, precise differences between the
ranks do not exist. (letter grades, for example)

Control Group versus Treatment Group

Placebo
Two Types of Quantative Variables:
Discrete data is finite (limited) and only takes on
certain values. These CAN be counted.
Continuous data can assume all values between
any two specific values. They are obtained by
measuring.

Section 1.3 Design of Experiments
In an experimental study, the researcher
manipulates one of the variables and tries to
determine how the manipulation influences the
other variables.
In an observational study, the researcher merely
observes what is happening or what has happened in
the past and tries to draw conclusions based on
these observations.

The Hawthorne Effect – Researchers have found
that subjects who know that they are participating in
an experiment sometimes actually change their
behaviors in ways that affect the results of the
study.
A confounding (or lurking) variable is one that
influences the dependent or outcome variable but
cannot be separated from the independent variable.
Examples:

Double-blindness occurs when neither the
researcher nor the sample subject knows whether
the subject is part of a test group.
Example:

Randomized Block Experiments
Examples:
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Section 1.4 Bias in Studies

Things to watch out for…

Bias is the degree to which a procedure
systematically overestimates or underestimates a
population value.

1. Changing the Subject

People often get the word bias (noun or verb)
mixed up with biased (adjective).
Voluntary response bias

Sometimes different values are used to represent the
same data.
2. Detached Statistics
A claim is detached when no comparison is made.
For example, you may hear a claim that “our brand
has half the calories of the leading brand” or “our
brand works 3 times faster.”

Self-interest bias
3. Implied Connections
Many claims attempt to imply connections between
variables that may not actually exist. Use of the
phrases “may help” or “suggest” or “for some
people” are phrases to watch out for.

Social acceptability bias

Leading question bias

4. Wording of questions:
Daily Press Headline (Feb 5, 2011)
Unemployment Drop Quickens
The unemployment rate is suddenly
sinking at the fastest pace in a halfcentury, falling to 9 percent from 9.8
percent in just two months—the most
encouraging sign for the job market
since the recent recession.

Nonresponse bias

Sampling bias

5. Ordering of questions
6. Types of questions (open, closed, scaled), etc.
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Chapter 2 – Frequency Distributions and Graphs

3. Relative Frequency - the percentage of items
falling into a class, expressed as a decimal.

When data are collected in original form, they are
called raw data. The frequency is the number of
values in a specific class of the distribution. (Note:
“data” is both a singular and plural word.)

4. Cumulative Frequency Distribution - the
frequency of items falling in each class that is
less than or equal to a particular value.

A frequency distribution is the organization of
raw data in table form using classes and
frequencies.

5. An ogive is a graph that represents the
cumulative relative frequencies for the classes in
a frequency distribution.

GUIDELINES for choosing classes (categories):

Lower Class Limit - the smallest data value that
can go into a class.






Every observation must fall into one of the
classes.
The classes must not overlap.
The classes must be of equal width.
There must be no gap between classes. Even if
there is no observation in a class, it must be
included in the frequency distribution.

Choosing the number of classes:
 Too many classes produce a histogram with too
much information; main features may be
obscured a bit.
 Too few classes produce a histogram lacking in
detail.
 It is suggested that you keep the number of
classes between 5-20 (I think 5-10 is a better
gauge).
 When a histogram contains an open-ended class
(such as “100 and above”), a histogram cannot
be drawn.
METHODS FOR GROUPING INFORMATION:

1. Tally Method – use “notch marks” with a
“cross-bar” for every fifth item.

Upper Class Limit - the largest data value that can
go into a class.
The lower class limit for a frequency distribution
with the class 0  x  5 is 0, while the upper class
limit for the class is 4. (We assume that the data
consists of integers.)
If we include the right endpoint of the class, that is,
0  x  5 , then the upper class limit is 5.
Class boundaries are used to separate the classes
so that there are no gaps in the frequency
distribution.
Class midpoints - of a class found by taking the
average of the LCL of that class with the LCL
of the next class.
Class width - the difference between the LCL of a
given class and the LCL of the next higher class.
The peak, or high point, of a histogram is the mode.
A histogram can be unimodal (having one mode) or
bimodal (having two modes).

2. Frequency Distribution - the tabular summary
listing all classes and their frequencies.
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Our Class Data:
# of Fast Food Meals Eaten In the Past 14 Days

Create a frequency distribution from the data:
Class (# of meals)
0 x5
5  x  10
10  x  15
15  x  20
20  x  25
25  x  30
30  x  35
35  x  40
40  x  45
45  x  50
50  x  55
55  x  60

Frequency
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Class (# of meals)
x< 5
x< 10
x< 15
x< 20
x< 25
x< 30
x< 35
x< 40
x< 45
x< 50
x< 55
x< 60

Cumulative Frequency

Create a cumulative relative frequency distribution
from the data:
Class (# of meals)

Create a relative frequency distribution from the
data:
Class (# of meals)
0 x5
5  x  10
10  x  15
15  x  20
20  x  25
25  x  30
30  x  35
35  x  40
40  x  45
45  x  50
50  x  55
55  x  60

Create a cumulative frequency distribution from the
data:

Relative Frequency
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x< 5
x< 10
x< 15
x< 20
x< 25
x< 30
x< 35
x< 40
x< 45
x< 50
x< 55
x< 60

Cumulative Relative
Frequency
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A histogram is a graphical representation of the
frequency distribution. It differs from a bar chart
(also known as a Pareto chart) in that there is a
numerical scaling on the horizontal axis. A Pareto
chart contains categories, or other non-numerical
classes.

Truncation marks:

Pareto Chart:

Look at the following frequency histogram. Why is
the horizontal axis labeled as it is?

Frequency Histogram

A frequency polygon is a graph that displays the
data by using lines that connect points plotted for
the frequencies at the midpoints of their classes.
The frequencies are represented by their heights of
the points.

Relative Frequency Histogram using the same data:
The cumulative frequency is the sum of the
frequencies accumulated up to the upper boundary
of a class in a distribution. A cumulative frequency
polygon is pictured at right.

Note:
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The following is a relative frequency historgram:

2.3 Other Types of Charts and Graphs
A bar graph represents the data by using vertical or
horizontal bars whose heights or lengths represent
the frequenceies of the data.
A Pareto chart is used to represent a frequency
distribution for a categorical variable and the
frequenceies are displayed by the heights of vertical
bars, which are arranged in order from highest to
lowest.
A time series graph represents the data tha occur
over a specific period of time.

A relative frequency polygon is pictured next.
Note that the midpoints of the classes are used on
the horizontal axis.

An ogive is a graph that represents the cumulative
relative frequencies for the classes in a frequency
distribution.

Note:
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A pie chart is a circle that is divided into section or
wedges according to the percentage of frequencies
in each category of the distribution.
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A stem and leaf plot is a data plot that uses part of
the data value as the stem and part of the data value
as th leaf to form groups or classes.

(b) Ordered stem-and-leaf

Days to maturity for 40 short-term investments:

Back-to-back Stem and Leaf Plots

Diagrams for days-to-maturity data:
(a) stem-and-leaf

Stem-and-leaf diagram for cholesterol levels: (a) using one line per stem (b) using two lines per stem
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4. Reverse J-shaped

Distribution Shapes
The distribution of a data set is a table, graph, or
formula that tells us the values of the observations
and how often they occur. An important aspect of the
distribution of a quantitative data set is its shape.
Relative-frequency histogram and
approximating smooth curve for the distribution of
heights

5. Right-Skewed

6. Left-Skewed
Common distribution shapes
1. Bell-shaped

7. Bimodal

2. Uniform

8. U-Shaped

3. J-shaped

KEY FACT If a random sample of a "large
enough" size is taken from a population, the
shape of the distribution of the sample will
approximate the shape of the population's
distribution.
* The larger the sample size, the better
the approximation tends to be.
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2.4 Misleading Graphs
a) Improper Scaling

b) Lack of scaling or Truncated graphs
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